VocatEd Terms and Conditions
Last Updated: 10th March 2017
Please read these terms and conditions carefully before using the VocatEd website
(https://www.vocated.co.uk) and the VocatEd mobile application. By accessing and using VocatEd, you
are agreeing to comply with these terms.
No Costs
VocatEd is a completely free service for both registered members advertising vacancies and
unregistered users seeking employment. This is at the core of the project and will continue to be the
case.
Registration
You may access areas of VocatEd which require registration by becoming a registered member and
creating an account with us. You agree to be responsible for ensuring that your password remains
confidential. By registering on the VocatEd website, you agree that:



you are over 18 years of age
you have the authority to do so within your school/educational establishment

You agree to notify us immediately if you become aware of any unauthorised use of your account.
VocatEd will not share the details of any registered members with any third-party or commercial
providers of any description.
Termination of Registration
Registered members are not bound by any contract. You may deactivate your account at any time by
sending an email to info@vocated.co.uk. If you deactivate your account, you are able to re-register at
any point in the future, should you choose to. If you no longer accept these terms and conditions, you
must cease using VocatEd. Continued use of VocatEd indicates your acceptance of these terms and
conditions.
If, for any reason, we believe that you have not complied with these terms and conditions, we may
remove your access to areas of VocatEd which require registration immediately and without prior
notice.
User-Generated Content
VocatEd allows registered members to post, link, store, share and otherwise make available certain
information, text, graphics, videos or other material in the form of job advertisements. The registered
member is fully responsible for the content of their advertisements and every effort must be made to
ensure the content is appropriate, accurate, factual and current. Information should only be included
that is relevant to your school/educational establishment.
The content generated by registered members must not include:




content that would infringe or violate anyone else’s rights, including copyright, trademark,
patent, privacy, publicity or any other rights unless you have the owners direct permission
content that constitutes, or could be construed to constitute, impersonation of any person
corrupted files, the intent of which is to damage the operation of another’s computer
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content that is unlawful, threatening, harassing, abusive, defamatory, vulgar, obscene, sexually
explicit, hateful, profane, indecent, racially or ethically derogatory, false, misleading or
otherwise objectionable to VocatEd
content which is likely to harass, upset, embarrass, alarm or offend any other person
content in a foreign language

VocatEd does not prescreen advertisements. However, advertisements may be reviewed from time to
time. By posting vacancies on VocatEd, registered members agree to comply with the requirements
above. VocatEd reserves the right to immediately remove any content that does not comply with the
requirements above and has no obligation to inform you of this.
Exclusion of Liability
As VocatEd does not prescreen advertisements created by registered members, we can not guarantee
the accuracy, integrity or quality of our advertisements and can not assure that harmful, inaccurate,
offensive content will not appear on our website or mobile application. VocatEd may edit or remove
any content which violates these terms and conditions and may deactivate the accounts of members
producing this content.
VocatEd is not responsible or liable in any manner for any user generated content. Although we include
strict provisions regarding user generated content in these terms and conditions, we do not control and
are not responsible for the posts of registered members.
Intellectual Property
All copyright, trademarks and other intellectual property rights on the VocatEd website and mobile
application belong to VocatEd and/or third parties (which may include you or other registered
members). Nothing in the terms and conditions grants you rights to use any trademark or copyright
owned by VocatEd or any other third party.
Third-Party Websites
The VocatEd website and mobile application contains links to third-party websites or services (provided
by you or other registered members) that are not owned or controlled by VocatEd. VocatEd has no
control over, and assumes no responsibility for, the content or practices of any third-party websites.
Changes to These Terms and Conditions
Please note that we may modify these terms and conditions from time to time without prior notice to
you by posting a new version on the VocatEd website. Any revised terms and conditions will be
applicable from the time of posting. Please ensure that you review these terms and conditions regularly
as continued use of VocatEd after the time of posting will be deemed acceptance of the updated terms.
Governing Law
These terms and conditions are governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England and
Wales. Any dispute you have which relates to these terms and conditions will be subject to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales.
Contact Us
If you have any questions about these terms and conditions, please contact us.
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